Amendment is necessary for the classic theory of the local free energy [1] to be applied in a more rigorous manner to real polymer solutions. As is well known, the classic theory for the local free energy does not take into consideration correctly the interaction between segments on the same chain, so that the classic theory is constructed on the basis of the pseudo self-avoiding chains whose behavior is virtually identical to that of the ideal chain. This feature has been frequently criticized so far by physicists as a fundamental deficiency of the Flory theory.
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Let us consider the three dimensional lattice where a site may be occupied by a segment or a solvent molecule. Let a site be surrounded by z neighboring sites, and let there be δx segments from different molecules in the volume element δV . The number of arrangements of those segments is
where f i is the probability that a given cell is occupied by the polymer segments when i segments are already put in δV , so that f i = i/δn 0 where δn 0 = δx + δn 1 , δn 0 denotes the total number of sites and δn 1 the number of solvent molecules in δV . z i is a special number introduced in this amendment and is defined by 0 ≤ z i ≤ z. The physical meaning of z i is as follows: There is finite probability that a given segment overlaps with the other segments on the same chain (the multioccupation problem). Such unphysical conformations must properly be removed by subtracting from the total number i (z − 1) of feasible conformations. This is possible, because the number of conformations is enumerable in principle. The subtraction can be achieved simply by reducing z to z i , so that i (z i − 1) represents the total number of self-avoiding conformations. To date the numerical value of z i is unfortunately unknown, which however is not essential for the present purpose, as is verified below.
By eq. (1) the local entropy becomes
Applying the Stirling formula to the above equation, we have
where v 1 = (δn 0 − δx)/δn 0 is the volume fraction of solvents. The melting entropy, δS melting , can be obtained by putting δn 1 = 0 in eq. (3). Hence we have
which is exactly the Flory result. It turns out that all the self-avoiding terms are absorbed into the melting entropy, δS melting . Noteworthy is the fact that the mixing entropy δS mixing of the pseudo self-avoiding chains and solvent is exactly equal to that of the genuine self-avoiding chains and solvent; only the standard state must be altered as pure pseudo self-avoiding chains ⇒ pure genuine self-avoiding chains.
